Total error allowances have been proposed for glucose meters used in tight-glucose-control (TGC) protocols. It is unclear whether these proposed quality specifications are appropriate for continuous glucose monitoring (CGM).
RESULTS:
With both treatment protocols and both measurement frequencies, higher measurement imprecision increased the rates of hypoglycemia and hyperglycemia and increased glycemic variability (SD). These adverse effects of measurement imprecision were lower at the higher measurement frequency. The rate of hypoglycemia at an imprecision (CV) of 5% with hourly measurements was similar to the rate of hypoglycemia at 10% CV when measurements were made every 5 min. With measurements every 5 min, imprecision up to 10% had minimal effects on hyperglycemia or glycemic variability. Effects of simulated analytical bias on glycemia were unaffected by measurement frequency.
CONCLUSIONS:
Quality specifications for imprecision of glucose meters are not transferable to CGM.
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Control of blood glucose is a major goal of therapy in diabetes and other conditions associated with hyperglycemia (1, 2 ) . In the management of stress-induced hyperglycemia, which is commonly observed in patients with or without diabetes in intensive care units (ICUs), 1 tight glucose control (TGC) reportedly decreased morbidity or mortality or both in surgical, medical, and pediatric ICUs (3) (4) (5) . More recently, however, a large multicenter study (6 ) and 2 metaanalyses of published studies (7, 8 ) have reported a failure of TGC to decrease mortality.
A factor in the success of TGC may be the performance of the devices used to measure glucose (9 ) . The successful TGC outcomes (3) (4) (5) were achieved with a highly accurate glucose measurement system and blood samples collected from central lines. By contrast, most subsequent studies that failed to achieve reductions in mortality used less accurate measurement systems (9 ) . Thus glucose measurement systems may play a role in the reported failures of TGC, but it is difficult to test the relationship of measurement error and glycemic control in clinical trials.
To explore the effects of measurement error on control of glycemia, we previously used in silico simulations of patients on TGC (10 ) . In these in silico simulations (10 ), each modeled patient's true glucose was measured hourly by simulated devices with defined bias and imprecision. The measured glucose concentrations were used to select insulin infusion rates according to the Yale (11 ) and University of Washington (UW) (12 ) treatment regimens. Regardless of the treatment regimen used, increases in bias and imprecision of the measurements were found to be associated with higher rates of hypo-or hyperglycemia or both in the modeled patients (10 ) . Moreover, increased imprecision was associated with higher variability in the patients' true glucose. We concluded that to avoid degradation of glycemic control, total error in the hourly measurements needed to be Ͻ10%-15%. Similarly, a current guideline on glucose meters for use in hospitals concludes that the quality specification for total error of glucose meters used in acute care facilities should be Ͻ12.5% at most concentrations of glucose and may need to be Ͻ10% for TGC in ICUs (13 ) .
Recent efforts in TGC have focused on the possible use of continuous glucose monitoring (CGM) to replace glucose meters (14 ) . More frequent measurements of glucose provided by CGM devices are expected to improve the control of glycemia and decrease occurrences of hypoglycemia (15 ) . However, it is not currently known to what extent the relationship between measurement error and glycemic control may be affected by increasing the frequency of glucose measurement. Here we report studies aimed at using our earlier modeling approach to address this question by comparing the control of glycemia when glucose measurements were made hourly (as in our earlier studies) vs 12 times per hour, as may be seen with CGM.
Methods
The modeling scheme presented previously (10 ) was modified and extended to simulate CGM with glucose measurements made more frequently than once per hour. In brief, our approach, as before, used simulated glucose measurements by assays with specified amounts of inaccuracy and imprecision. Simulated assay bias was varied from Ϫ20% to 20% in increments of 5% to assess the effects of inaccuracy; simulated imprecision (expressed as CV) was varied from 0% to 20% in increments of 5%. We used measured glucose concentrations to select insulin infusion rates on the basis of 2 published insulin administration protocols (11, 12 ) , referred to here as the Yale and UW regimens, respectively.
As in the previous study (10 ) modeled patients had various insulin sensitivities, starting glucose concentrations, and rates of gluconeogenesis and intravenous glucose administration, all set with use of random number generators. Starting glucose concentrations, for example, were randomly set with equal probabilities of occurrence in the range of 40 -600 mg/dL (2.2-33.3 mmol/L). For each modeled patient, we measured glucose concentrations by a simulated assay having a preselected combination of bias and imprecision. We used the measured glucose concentrations to make hourly adjustments to insulin infusion rates as specified by either the Yale or UW regimen. One hundred patients were modeled at each combination of bias and imprecision for 100 h with each treatment regimen. We used a model of glucose homeostasis, patterned after the minimal model of glucose regulation (16 ) , to determine glucose concentrations after each hour of insulin infusion at the chosen rate. Within-patient variability in rates of gluconeogenesis or glucose infusion was modeled by adding normally distributed random hourly mean (SD) increments of 50 (10) mg/dL to glucose concentrations predicted from the minimal model of glucose regulation.
Compared with our earlier study, the simulations using the UW regimen were enhanced to better reflect the specific steps suggested in that protocol for treatment of hypoglycemia. For this, the increment in actual plasma glucose 1 h after giving 12.5 g glucose intravenously was estimated to be 44 mg/dL, the concentration that would remain after the expected 141 mg/dL initial increment in a person with a typical 7.25-L volume of distribution (17, 18 ) . To simplify calculations, we treated these hypoglycemic patients according to the UW protocol for conscious patients only.
MODELING OF CGM
Each modeled patient's "true" glucose was calculated hourly based on the change from the current glucose concentration predicted by the physiologic model for each hour's rate of insulin infusion specified by the TGC treatment regimen. For the simulations in which glucose was measured every 5 min, we calculated the hourly true glucose concentrations every 5 min from an assumed linear relationship between the initial glucose concentrations and the concentration predicted by the physiologic model (and the then-current insulin infusion rate) to occur at 60 min. Each of the 12 true glucose concentrations per hour was measured by a simulated glucose assay with a defined imprecision and bias. The results of the 12 measurements over each hour were fitted by linear least-squares regression, and the glucose concentration predicted from the regression line at 60 min (rather than the single measured glucose at 60 min) was used to determine the insulin infusion rate according to the chosen treatment regimen (UW or Yale) for that patient.
Thus, 100 patients were modeled for 100 h with each regimen with both the hourly and every-5-min measurement schemas under 45 combinations of simulated bias and imprecision. This modeling generated 11 700 000 simulated glucose measurements for the 2 regimens combined.
To investigate the effect of a CGM failing to provide a reading at a given time point, we conducted additional simulations, changing the model to randomly drop a mean of 10% of simulated CGM results. Because each result was assigned a 10% probability of being suppressed, and unavailable for use, in a given sequence of 12 between-hour results, it was possible to observe 0, 1, 2, or more missing results; by probability calculations, only 28% of sequences in this experiment would have all 12 results.
In a separate set of simulation runs, the variability of the glucose measurements at concentrations Ͻ100 mg/dL was expressed in terms of constant SDs (in mg/ dL) rather than as a CV. For each selected CV, the corresponding constant SD was calculated by multiplying 100 mg/dL times the modeled CV expressed as a fraction.
We conducted another set of simulation runs to assess the effect of immediate intervention on the basis of any finding of a single measured glucose in the hypoglycemic range between adjacent 1-hour time points. Such a hypoglycemic result caused an "early dropout" from the process of collecting 12 glucose measurements each hour, and the insulin treatment regimen was invoked immediately to perform treatment that was appropriate for the measured (low) glucose concentration.
In all experiments, the observed rates of hypoglycemia and hyperglycemia, the percentage of time that true glucose was in the target range, and the variability (SD) of hourly true glucose measurements were monitored as outcomes. Fig. 1 shows the relationship between the frequency of true hypoglycemia and the imprecision (expressed as CV) of the glucose measurements. In this figure, the bias was held at zero. Compared with hourly measurements, measurements made every 5 min were associated with lower frequencies of (true) hypoglycemia in the modeled patients (Fig. 1) . This reduced frequency of hypoglycemia with more frequent glucose measurements was seen at analytical imprecision (CVs) of 5% through 20% when using either the Yale or UW regimen for selecting insulin infusion rates (Fig. 1) . With the Yale regimen, the rate of hypoglycemic episodes with measurements every 5 min at 10% CV was similar to that seen with hourly measurements at 5% CV.
Results

RATES OF HYPOGLYCEMIA
When biases (constant errors) of Ϫ20% to 20% were introduced in the glucose measurement along with imprecision, the more frequent measurements again produced similar decreases of hypoglycemia at any level of bias (contour plots, Supplemental Fig. 1 , which accompanies the online version of this article at http://www.clinchem.org/content/vol60/issue4). Increased frequency of measurement had no perceptible ability to decrease the effects of bias (see online Supplemental Fig. 1 ). Fig. 2 shows the effects of glucose measurement imprecision on the rates of hyperglycemia when the measurement system has zero bias. As with hypoglycemia, the frequency of hyperglycemia was lower, at any analytical imprecision, when measurements were made every 5 min rather than every hour. Similar effects of imprecision and frequency of measurement were seen when bias was added (see online Supplemental Fig. 2 ).
RATES OF HYPERGLYCEMIA AND TIME IN TARGET RANGE
The time that modeled patients' true glucose was in the target range decreased with increasing imprecision (Fig. 3) . Again, this adverse effect of imprecision was markedly blunted when glucose was measured every 5 min rather than every hour (Fig. 3) .
GLYCEMIC VARIABILITY
The variability of the modeled patients' true glucose increased with increasing imprecision of the glucose measurements (Fig. 4) . As before, this adverse effect of imprecision was blunted with more frequent measurements of glucose. The effect of increased frequency of measurements was seen with both the Yale and UW regimens. Even at a measurement imprecision (CV) as high as 10% (UW) or 15% (Yale), the glycemic variability in the modeled patients with measurements every 5 min was comparable to the glycemic variability seen with no imprecision when measurements were The frequency of true glucose concentrations Ͻ60 mg/dL is expressed as the number of hypoglycemic results at the 1-h time points divided by the number of hourly measurements (10 000) in the 100 patients modeled for each CV. q 5 min, 5-min intervals.
made hourly (Fig. 4) . Introduction of bias with the imprecision had minimal or no detectable additional effect on variability of the true glucose (not shown).
The individual within-patient SDs for the 100 modeled patients at each glucose measurement imprecision (and zero bias) value are presented in online Supplemental Fig. 3 . The detailed view illustrates that some modeled patients had extremely high glycemic variability (SDs). On investigation, these patients uniformly had starting glucose concentrations that were in the upper portion (Ͼ450 mg/dL) of the range of allowed values. When the studies were repeated with the range of starting glucose concentrations limited to 70 -160 mg/dL, the within-patient variability of glucose was reduced at each frequency of measurement, but the findings of the study remained unchanged: Increasing the frequency of measurements decreased the glycemic variability and decreased the rates of hypoglycemia and hyperglycemia in the modeled patients.
EFFECTS OF OTHER VARIABLES
When the model was changed to randomly drop 10% of results (i.e., each result had a 10% chance of being suppressed and unavailable for use), no perceptible effect was observed on the measured outcomes (not shown). The regression fitting of the remaining results when approximately 10% of overall results were missing appeared sufficient to compensate for these missing values. Changing the imprecisions at low concentrations (Ͻ100 mg/dL) from a proportion of the measured value (CV) to a fixed concentration (fixed at the SD equivalent to the CV% at a glucose concentration of 100 mg/dL) produced no evident effect on glycemic control in the modeled patients (not shown). When the model was changed to allow immediate intervention on the basis of a single hypoglycemic result between the 1-hour time points, the frequencies of hypoglycemia were slightly decreased in some trials (not shown).
Discussion
This simulation study demonstrated that increasing the frequency of measurement of glucose reduced the adverse impact of glucose measurement imprecision on the control of glycemia in modeled patients. This effect was seen at measurement imprecisions (CVs) of 5% to 20% and was seen with each of the 2 treatment regimens tested. More frequent measurements increased the time that modeled patients' true plasma glucose concentrations were in the target zone. Improvements were also seen in each of the 3 aspects of glycemic control that are most predictive of patient outcomes, namely glycemic variability and the rates of hypoglycemia and hyperglycemia. The effects of bias were not altered by increasing the frequency of glucose measurements.
The approach taken in these studies was to use our previously published modeling scheme (10 ) to examine the effect of changing the frequency of glucose measurement. We compared hourly measurements, which we had used previously to model TGC with glucose meters, with measurements made once every 5 min, as may be achieved with CGM. The previous simulation suggested that a total error of up to 10%-15% in hourly glucose measurements was compatible with control of glycemia when the measurements were used with the Yale or UW regimens (10 ) . With both regimens, total errors of 10% or less produced little change of the control of glycemia from that seen with a "perfect" meter (10 ) . Modeling studies by others have suggested similar or identical allowable total errors both for TGC (19 ) and for glucose meters used in self-monitoring of glucose (20 ) . The latter study concluded that a threshold effect appeared to exist between 10% and 15% total error. A recent guideline from the Clinical Laboratory Standards Institute identified a goal of 12.5% total error for glucose meters used in acute and chronic healthcare facilities (13 ) . The findings of the present study can be used to evaluate whether these conclusions and the Clinical Laboratory Standards Institute goal are appropriate when measurements are made more frequently than hourly. The results suggest that the above criteria for glucose meters in acute care hospitals may not apply to CGM devices that make glucose measurements more frequently than hourly.
The improvement in glycemic control that was seen with increased frequency of measurements was a result of limiting the adverse impact of measurement imprecision. Theoretically, as measurement frequency increases, the confidence in the combined information from the measurements increases in a fashion similar to that expected if the measurements were expressed as a moving average. The effect of random errors would be expected to decrease with the square root of the number of determinations used for the moving average. By use of regression analysis for prediction of the measured glucose at 60 min based on up to 12 glucose measurements over a 1-h interval, we have performed an analogous calculation, reducing the information from the multiple measurements into a single extrapolated measurement with improved precision. Such effects of increased frequency of measurement are not limited to CGM devices but would also be expected when more frequent measurements are made with glucose meters or other measuring systems.
Glycemic control in our studies was not noticeably improved by the use of the frequent measurements to detect hypoglycemia that occurred between the hourly measurements. The lack of a major positive effect may reflect offsetting, adverse effects that occur when the imprecision of single measurements generates false signals of hypoglycemia and thus infusion of glucose that is not warranted. An advanced algorithm, perhaps evaluating trends in glucose concentrations over short time periods may be better able than the regimens used here to exploit the potential advantage of earlier detection of hypoglycemia while largely avoiding the penalty from imprecision of single measurements.
This study has several limitations. The model of glucose homeostasis is a simplified model and may not reflect true physiologic behaviors accurately in all circumstances, nor does it allow for lag in the sensing of changes of glucose concentrations. The aim of this study, however, was to explore how our previously published results, using this model, would be affected when the frequency of measurements was increased. Moreover, for glucose meters, our conclusions using this model (10 ) were similar to those of Breton and Kovatchev (20 ) , who used a highly sophisticated model of glucose control, albeit in a different setting (selfmonitoring of blood glucose). A limitation of the model is that it assumes a linear relationship of true plasma glucose concentrations and time between hourly time points. Thus a linear least-squares fit was adequate for the regression analysis of measured glucose concentrations vs time. In reality, the time courses will, in some time segments, be nonlinear, which will require fitting with nonlinear equations. We could not evaluate that approach with our model. A related limitation of our study is that the modeling scheme may not have adequately accounted for factors such as oral feeding, steroid injections, and infections that occur in clinical practice and alter insulin sensitivity and other variables related to glycemia, nor did it address effects of changes in analytical bias (or imprecision) that may occur during the 100 h of monitoring of each modeled patient. The simulation did, however, introduce considerable variability in the hour-to-hour increments in glucose attributed to gluconeogenesis/glucose infusion as described in Methods. Moreover, this same limitation applied to the 2 frequency-of-glucose measurement schemas that were being compared. Finally, these studies addressed only the imprecision and bias components of analytical error; the studies did not address extrinsic random and nonrandom variation generated by the clinical context. The data reported therefore represent a best-case scenario for glycemic control at the indicated levels of bias and imprecision. This is a clear limitation, but the model nonetheless allows exploration of the effects of changes in the selected inputs for the model, as was the intent of the present experiments.
This study has several strengths. The simulation used a model of analytical error that distinguished effects of imprecision and bias rather than relying solely on the concepts of total error or mean absolute relative difference. Such a modeling scheme appears to be important for at least 2 reasons: a) Imprecision and bias produced different effects on the modeled patients' glycemic control, as can be seen in the contour plots in online Supplemental Figs. 1 and 2 ; and b) each of these components of analytical error may be more or less problematic for a given CGM device. A second strength is that the same modeling conditions were applied to both frequencies of measurement, allowing direct comparison of the two approaches. Other variables were unchanged, including the frequency of changing insulin infusion rates. The use of the Yale and UW regimens to determine the magnitude, direction, and frequency of changes of insulin and glucose infusions seems reasonable because such regimens are representative of those likely to be used in the initial implementations of CGM devices. Studies like ours may provide insights that inform decisions about analytical quality requirements and design goals for CGM devices. Finally, Finfer et al. (21 ) recently called for randomized controlled trials to compare the abilities of CGM and intermittent monitoring to achieve and maintain glycemic control. The relationships found in modeling studies like ours may provide insights that are useful in the design and interpretation of such clinical trials.
In the future, closed-loop algorithms likely will be used to control insulin infusion rates on the basis of measured glucose concentrations; the effect of glucose measurement error on each such closed-loop algorithm will need to be assessed individually. Instinctively, one may expect that the power of advanced algorithms for these devices, combined with high measurement frequencies, will mitigate the effect of measurement error. If these algorithms make changes in insulin infusion rates on the basis of small changes in glucose concentrations, however, the effect of small measurement errors could be magnified.
In summary, the studies described here show that the predicted quality requirements for glucose measurements depend on the frequency of measurement. We conclude that analytical quality requirements proposed for glucose meters with hourly measurements for use in ICUs are inappropriate for CGMs with more frequent measurements.
